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Abstract— The state-of-the-art High Efficiency Video Cod-
ing (HEVC) standard adopts a hierarchical coding structure to
improve its coding efficiency. This allows for the quantization
parameter cascading (QPC) scheme that assigns quantization
parameters (Qps) to different hierarchical layers in order to
further improve the rate-distortion (RD) performance. However,
only static QPC schemes have been suggested in HEVC test
model, which are unable to fully explore the potentials of QPC.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive QPC scheme for an
HEVC hierarchical structure to code natural video sequences
characterized by diversified textures, motions, and encoder con-
figurations. We formulate the adaptive QPC scheme as a non-
linear programming problem and solve it in a scientifically
sound way with a manageable low computational overhead. The
proposed model addresses a generic Qp assignment problem of
video coding. Therefore, it also applies to group-of-picture-level,
frame-level and coding unit-level Qp assignments. Comprehensive
experiments have demonstrated that the proposed QPC scheme is
able to adapt quickly to different video contents and coding con-
figurations while achieving noticeable RD performance enhance-
ment over all static and adaptive QPC schemes under comparison
as well as HEVC default frame-level rate control. We have also
made valuable observations on the distributions of adaptive QPC
sets in the videos of different types of contents, which provide
useful insights on how to further improve static QPC schemes.

Index Terms— High efficiency video coding (HEVC),
quantization parameter (Qp) cascading, rate-distortion
optimization (RDO), hierarchical-B-pictures (HBP), group-of-
pictures (GOP), video compression.

I. INTRODUCTION

A IMING at achieving approximately a 50% bit rate
reduction for equal quality over H.264 standard, High

Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1], [2] adopted a series
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of new technologies [3], including new prediction structure,
larger Coding Tree Units (CTUs), larger size for integer-
based Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) approximations, more
intra-prediction modes, merge mode, improved de-blocking
filter, etc. To further improve the Rate-Distortion (RD)
performance, researchers have been developing new RD
Optimization (RDO) approaches that optimize multiple levels
of HEVC encoder. These efforts include Coding Unit (CU)
level Quantization parameter (Qp) determination [4], [5],
Lagrange Multiplier (LM) adaption [6], [7], perceptual LM
adaption [8], [9], Structural SIMilarity (SSIM)-inspired [10]
LM adaption [11], [12], low complexity RDO [13], [14], and
so on. Despite of these great efforts (most of them are at
CU-level), the optimization in prediction structure level has
not been widely studied and thus the potentials of HEVC
improvements have not been fully exploited.

HEVC supports several types of inter-frame prediction
structures, including Random Access (RA), Low Delay (LD)
and Low Delay P (LP), to fulfill diversified requirements.
Each structure is implemented with a set of hierarchical P
or B pictures within a Group-of-Picture (GOP) [15], where a
picture in a higher layer can be predicted from one or more
pictures from its lower layers. Such a prediction order implies
that, compared with the higher layers, a lower layer may have
a greater impact on the overall RD performance. Therefore,
it is feasible to apply a different Qp in each layer in order to
maximize the overall RD performance. This strategy yields the
so-called Quantization Parameter Cascading (QPC) approach.
Such an idea remains high level without full implementations
in specific encoders. In HEVC standard description, it is
unclear how to adaptively determine an optimal Qp set by
providing an average Qp. Since QPC approaches have been
developed for legacy video coding standards, it is beneficial to
review several existing QPC approaches and discuss the needs
for developing a new adaptive QPC for HEVC hierarchical
encoding schemes. These existing schemes can be categorized
into three groups.

1) Static QPC Methods: A static QPC method is essentially
an heuristic method derived by empirical data, in which the
optimal Qp set is selected through extensive experiment. The
first and most well-known static QPC model was proposed in
JVT-P014 [15] as:

Qpk = Qp0 + �Qpbase + (k − 1), k > 0 (1)

where Qpk and Qp0 denote the Qp values of layer k and layer 0
(i.e., the lowermost layer), respectively; and �Qpbase = 4 is
the offset base. This model was initially designed for H.264
hierarchical B coding and has shown significant improvement
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in the overall coding efficiency [16]. Since then, it has attracted
substantial attention in the video coding community. Variations
of this model have been employed as the default QPC schemes
for both Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [17] and HEVC test
model (HM) [18]. In these two scenarios, the values of
�Qpbase were chosen to be 3 and 1, respectively. Another
variation of JVT-P014 was proposed by Jing et al. [19] also
for SVC. In their work, Eq. (1) with �Qpbase = 3 was
employed in the reference software encoder to calculate the
optimal Qp set except the Qp of the highest hierarchical layer,
which was set as the average Qp of all other layers.

2) Adaptive QPC Methods: In an adaptive scenario, the
optimal Qp set of different GOPs can be dynamically updated
based on real-time statistics of the coding features. In [20],
Wan et al. developed a content adaptive QPC scheme for
hierarchical P picture structure with H.264/AVC baseline
profile. In this case, the Qp of the highest hierarchical layer
was determined according to the desired target bit rate. Then,
Qps of all other layers were designated based on the above
Qp and an offset that was indirectly obtained by summarizing
prediction modes of all layers. An adaptive QPC scheme
for SVC was proposed by Li et al. [21], where a linear
factor was introduced to represent the error propagation due
to quantization in each layer. Based on RD curve emulations,
they have designed a scheme to dynamically obtain the Qp of
the lowermost layer, Qp0, and the optimal Qp offsets of all
other layers (i.e., Qpk − Qp0 for all k > 0) in order to obtain
the optimal Qp set. In [22], Li et al. presented an improved
model over the original one [21] by minimizing the overall
distortion of the entire GOP, subject to an average bit rate of
all frames within a GOP. With this model, it is impractical
to obtain an analytical solution of global optimum due to
its mathematical complexity. Instead, the Qp0 was updated
in a similar way as in [21] and the optimal Qp offsets of
other layers were obtained empirically and stored in several
lookup tables before coding a video sequence. It was shown
that good improvements were achieved for both hierarchical B
and hierarchical P pictures.

3) QPC Schemes Integrated With Other Coding
Components: Various QPC schemes have also been
integrated into other video coding algorithms [23]–[27]
to further improve the RD performance. QPC was utilized to
improve the multi-point video conferencing system [23], [24],
where the temporally scaled video codec with QPC was
shown to be comparable to the non-scaled version in terms
of RD performance. In [25] and [26], the QPC scheme was
combined with GOP-based rate control to develop single-pass
dependent bit allocation methods for H.264 and SVC,
respectively. In [27], QPC was adopted in Qp clipping aiming
at a rate control algorithm for HEVC hierarchical structure.

It is clear from the above discussion that an adap-
tive QPC scheme is preferred over static ones in order
to meet various video coding requirements resulting from
different video contents as well as encoder configurations
(e.g., Qp settings). However, most existing QPC schemes,
including both static and adaptive ones, have been developed
for H.264 encoders and may not be applicable to HEVC
encoder. This is because enormous new features have been

introduced in HEVC which may cause possible performance
degradation if an existing QPC scheme is directly applied.
To address this issue, we propose an approach to adap-
tively optimize the quantization set of all hierarchical layers.
We formulate the adaptive QPC problem as a non-linear pro-
gramming problem and solve it by utilizing the inherent inter-
layer RD dependencies and adaptively updating the RD models
for each GOP. The proposed adaptive QPC scheme has been
validated by simulations on numerous video sequences with
different spatial resolutions, frame rates, prediction structures
and Qp settings. These simulation results have demonstrated
high efficiency, low complexity and fast adaptation of the
proposed QPC scheme. The statistics of adaptive QPC set
distributions in videos of different contents can also provide
insights on how to further improve static QPC schemes.
The proposed model also applies to other Qp assignment
problems in video coding including Qp assignments to GOPs,
frames and CUs. Therefore, it provides a new vision to address
Qp assignment problems in HEVC coding.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Sections II and III formulate the optimization problem
of adaptive QPC and solve the problem with non-linear
programming, respectively. Extensive experiments are studied
in Section IV with comparisons against recently developed
schemes. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with a
summary and future outlooks.

II. THE ADAPTIVE QPC PROBLEM IN

HIERARCHICAL VIDEO CODING

We formulate the QPC problem as follows. Assume in
a GOP with L hierarchical layers, the average quantiza-
tion stepsize (Q) is set as Q̄. To assign Q to each hier-
archical layer, one simple way is to use the same Q̄ for
each layer, and another way is to use different values Ql ,
l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 1, for different layers. However, for
layer l, replacing Q̄ with Ql may lead to increments in bit
rate and the total distortion of the whole GOP. We hereinafter
denote these by �Dtot,l and �Rtot,l , respectively. The goal
of adaptive QPC optimization is to find an optimal set of Ql ,
l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 1, that minimizes the overall distortion
of a GOP without increasing the total number of bits. This
optimization is given by:

min
Q

{
L−1∑
l=0

�Dtot,l

}
, s.t .

L−1∑
l=0

�Rtot,l ≤ 0, (2)

where Q denotes the optimal set of Ql , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
L − 1. �Dtot,l and �Rtot,l can be affected by several related
factors including Q̄, Ql , Distortion-Q (D-Q) and Rate-Q (R-Q)
models.

A. Inter-Layer RD Dependencies

An example of the RA hierarchical structure is presented
in Fig. 1, where only 1 reference picture is shown in each
direction. The arrows with dashed lines show predictions
between hierarchical layers in each GOP. It can be easily
observed that the RD performance of a frame/slice may be
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Fig. 1. An example of an RA prediction structure with a GOP size of 8.

influenced by its reference frames in a lower layer. This
RD dependency was studied in [28] for HEVC default RA
setting. An approximately linear inter-layer D dependency was
observed as

�Dcur

�Dre f
= δ, (3)

where Dcur and Dre f denote the distortions (in terms of Mean
Squared Error, or MSE) of a frame/slice and its reference,
respectively; δ represents the intensity of error propagation.
On the other hand, low dependency between the corresponding
bit rates, Rcur and Rre f , was observed.

Brief explanations of the above dependencies are as follows.
In a hierarchical structure, the CUs are highly probable to be
predicted by inter frames. Therefore, the reconstruction errors
of a reference frame are readily propagated to higher layers.
In such a case, the values of Dcur and Dre f are positively
correlated, which leads to a positive δ. Usually, δ ∈ [0, 1].
δ = 0 indicates that there is no inter-layer error propagation,
i.e., the distortion of a lower layer shall not result in any
distortion in the higher layers; At the other extreme, δ = 1
indicates full error propagation. In this work, we generally
tune δ using video sequences provided by HEVC Common
Test Condition (CTC) [29] and obtain δ = 0.5. For the inter-
layer R dependency, the coding bit rates are mostly determined
by the Qp, motion search and entropy coding and they are
barely influenced by error propagation. Therefore, we assume
a zero R dependency.

In real-life HEVC encoders, multiple reference pictures are
employed, resulting in more than one Dre f values correspond-
ing to one Dcur . However, according to our observation, there
still exists a high probability that the nearest reference in each
direction is selected. This conclusion can be validated with
statistics of HEVC encoded videos. In Table I, we present
the percentages of using the nearest references in HEVC RA.
The default RA setting is used to test 12 video sequences
and 4 Qp settings for each sequence. From the table, it is
probable that the nearest reference is employed to predict the
current frame/slice, especially for those cases where a larger
Qp setting is used. Therefore it is reasonable to utilize the
nearest reference only in the following derivation process,

TABLE I

PERCENTAGES OF USING THE NEAREST REFERENCES IN HEVC RA

which is similar to that in [28]. The coding performance of
our conclusion will be examined by HEVC default multiple
reference settings in Section V.

Due to the inter-layer D dependency presented above,
the average distortion of layer l, �Dl , has an impact on
the incremental distortion �Dtot,l . Following the derivations
in [28] and [30], we obtain

�Dtot,l = αl�Dl , (4)

where

αl =
⎧⎨
⎩

1

1 − δ
(1 + 2δ)L−1 if l = 0,

(1 + 2δ)L−1−l otherwise.
(5)

The inter-layer R dependency can be approximated as 0,
therefore, the incremental bit rates �Rtot,l is obtained as the
sum of �Rl of all frames in the same layer:

�Rtot,l = βl�Rl , (6)

where

βl =
{

1 if l = 0,

2l−1 otherwise.
(7)

B. Adaptive D-Q and R-Q Models

In the optimization in Eq. (2), the changes in Dl , Rl result
from changing the parameter Q. Hence, we need to determine
appropriate D-Q and R-Q models for HEVC for the purpose
of adaptive QPC. In recent years, researchers have published
numerous D-Q and R-Q models for video coding to improve
RDO and associated techniques. Several popular D-Q and R-Q
models are summarized as follows, which include linear D-Q
model [31], quadratic D-Q model [32], Cauchy distribution-
based D-Q model [33], linear R-Q model [34] and two
quadratic R-Q models [35], [36].

Considering that these models were developed for H.264
and earlier standards, it is not clear whether they work well
for a large range of Qps with an HEVC encoder. To compare
them, we test seven 832×480 benchmark videos with HEVC
RA and the Qp from 22 to 42 to obtain a series of D, R, Q
and MAD values. Firstly, we test the model accuracy with the
average D, R, Q and MAD values of all hierarchical layers.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON I OF DIFFERENT D-Q AND R-Q MODELS

TABLE III

COMPARISON II OF DIFFERENT D-Q AND R-Q MODELS

For each video and Qp, the average values are fitted with
different D-Q and R-Q models; then the fitted {D̂Qp|Qp =
22 . . . 42} and {R̂Qp|Qp = 22 . . . 42} are compared with the
“actual” {DQp|Qp = 22 . . . 42} and {RQp|Qp = 22 . . . 42}
values, with the corresponding Pearson Linear Correlation
Coefficient (PLCC) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
values shown in Table II. Secondly, we follow the above
process to test the model accuracy over each hierarchical layer;
then the PLCC and RMSE values of all layers are averaged
and presented in Table III. For computational convenience,
the D-Q model of [33] is calculated in logarithmic domain to
minimize the squared error.

From Tables II and III, the D-Q models [31], [33] and
R-Q model [36] perform relatively better for these bench-
mark videos. For a trade-off between accuracy and com-
plexity, we adopt the linear D-Q model [31] and quadratic
R-Q model [36] in this research. They can be respectively
represented by

D = γ Q, (8)

and
R = μm

Q2 + νm

Q
+ φ, (9)

where γ is the D-Q model parameter; μ and ν are the second
and first order coefficients, respectively, and φ represents the
header bits.

Another observation from Tables II and III is, accurate
estimates of D-Q and R-Q models in different hierarchical
layers lead to both higher correlations and lower prediction
errors. This is especially true for the R-Q model. The rea-
son may be due to significant variations of the header bits,
especially the motion vector bits, in different hierarchical
layers which are in turn due to temporal distances to the

reference frames. Based on this, it is desired to predict more
accurate γl , ml , μl and νl for all hierarchical layers. To make
the QPC dynamically adapted to different video sequences
with various textures, motions and encoder configurations,
we progressively update the layer parameters in the coding
procedure,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

γ̂l(n + 1)= γ̂l(n) · (1 − wd) + γl(n) · wd ,

m̂l(n + 1)= m̂l(n) · (1 − wm) + ml(n) · wm,

μ̂l(n + 1)= μ̂l(n) · (1 − wr ) + μl(n) · wr ,

ν̂l(n + 1)= ν̂l(n) · (1 − wr ) + νl(n) · wr ,

(10)

where n indicates the GOP index; γ̂l , m̂l , μ̂l and ν̂l represent
the predicted value of parameters. wd , wr and wm denote
the updating coefficients of D-Q, R-Q and MAD models,
respectively. In this work, they are obtained by tuning γl , ml ,
μl and νl values of Class C & D CTC sequences [29]. We set
wd = 0.87, wr = 0.25 and wm = 0.84, respectively.

C. The Adaptive QPC Problem

By applying the above R-Q and D-Q models to all hierar-
chical layers, we obtain

�Dl = γl�Ql , (11)

and

�Rl = −
{

2μlml

Q3
l

+ νlml

Q2
l

}
�Ql . (12)

Substitute Eqs. (4), (6), (11), (12) into Eq. (2), we
formulate the adaptive QPC as the following constrained
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optimization problem:

min
Q

{
L−1∑
l=0

αlγl�Ql

}
,

s.t . −
L−1∑
l=0

{
2βlμlml

(Q̄ + �Ql)3
+ βlνlml

(Q̄ + �Ql)2

}
�Ql ≤ 0.

(13)

We can then obtain the optimal Q set for all hierarchical layers
by solving this problem.

Eq. (13) applies to several Qp assignment problems in
HEVC encoders. These problems include Qp assignments
from video sequence level to GOPs, from GOPs to hierarchical
layers, from layers to frames, and from frames to CUs. In each
step, we can formulate the Qp assignment problem as Eq. (13),
where Q̄ represents the average Q of a video sequence, a GOP,
a layer or a frame and L represents the number of GOPs,
layers, frames or CUs. The only difference is, we need to
explore the inter-GOP, inter-layer, inter-frame or inter-CU Rd
dependencies that may lead to different αl and βl values.
In this sense, the proposed model provides a new solution
to the Qp assignment problems in HEVC. In the following
Section IV.D, the application of Eq. (13) in inter-GOP Qp
assignment will be presented for LD and LP encoders, in
which comprehensive experiments demonstrate the efficiency
of the proposed model.

III. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

In Eq. (13), let al = −αlγl , bl = 2βlμlml , cl = βlνlml ,
d = Q̄ and xl = �Ql , we have

max
x

{
L−1∑
l=0

al xl

}
,

s.t .
L−1∑
l=0

{
bl

(xl + d)3 + cl

(xl + d)2

}
xl ≥ 0, (14)

where x denotes the solution vector [x0; x1; . . . ; xL−1].
Eq. (13) can be considered as a non-linear programming
problem.

A. The Determination of Qps

By introducing the Lagrange multiplier 	 in the non-linear
programming problem, we obtain

L =
L−1∑
l=0

al xl + 	

L−1∑
l=0

{
bl

(xl + d)3 + cl

(xl + d)2

}
xl . (15)

Let vector xE = [x; 	] and set ∂L

∂xE
= 0, we have

f(xE)=[ f0(xE); f1(xE); . . . ; fL−1(xE); fL(xE)] = 0, (16)

where

f0(xE) =
L−1∑
l=0

{
bl

(xl + d)3 + cl

(xl + d)2

}
xl , (17)

fl+1(xE) = al (xl + d)4

− 	
[
bl (2xl − d) + cl

(
x2

l − d2
)]

, (18)

for l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 1.

Eq. (16) can be solved with the Newton-Raphson method.
Let

J =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∂ f0

∂x0

∂ f0

∂x1
· · · ∂ f0

∂xL−1

∂ f0

∂	
∂ f1

∂x0

∂ f1

∂x1
· · · ∂ f1

∂xL−1

∂ f1

∂	
...

...
. . .

...
...

∂ fL−1

∂x0

∂ fL−1

∂x1
· · · ∂ fL−1

∂xL−1

∂ fL−1

∂	
∂ fL

∂x0

∂ fL

∂x1
· · · ∂ fL

∂xL−1

∂ fL

∂	

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

A0 A1 · · · AL−1 0
B0 �0

B1 �1
. . .

...
BL−1 �L−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (19)

where

Al = �l

(xl + d)4 ,

Bl = 4al (xl + d)3 − 2	 (bl + cl xl),

�l = −bl (2xl − d) − cl

(
x2

l − d2
)
. (20)

The vector xE can be iteratively obtained by

xE(t + 1) = xE(t) − J−1f(xE(t)), (21)

where t denotes the number of iterations.
According to [37], the convergence is quadratic if Al , Bl

and �l are sufficiently smooth and the initial point is close
to one of the roots of the equations. In this work, we set
xE(0) = {0; 0; . . . ; 0; 1} and the iteration is stopped when
‖J−1f(xE(t))‖2 ≤ 0.01 · (L + 1), which yields an average
error of �Ql to be approximately less than 0.1. The iteration
process usually takes less than 10 times. Note that there exists
a very small possibility that J−1 does not exist if

det(J) = (−1)L−1
L−1∑
i=0

⎧⎨
⎩Ai�i

L−1∏
j=0, j �=i

B j

⎫⎬
⎭ = 0. (22)

In such a case, or in the case that the iteration process does
not converge after 100 iterations, we terminate the iteration
and use a static Qp scheme, which will be discussed in
Section III.B. The computational complexity of the proposed
scheme is negligible in an HEVC encoder, which will be
discussed later in more details.

After getting the solution x̂E = [x̂0; x̂1; . . . ; x̂L−1; 	̂], we
can determine the optimal set Q̂l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 1 by

Q̂l = Q̄ + x̂l . (23)

The last step of the proposed scheme is to find the corre-

sponding Qpl of each Q̂l . Because the quantization step sizes
are discontinuous with a limited number, we need to find a
quantization step size, Q̃l , which is closest to Q̂l . According
to [38], there exists an approximately exponential relationship
between Qp and Q,

Q ≈ C1 · CQp
2 , (24)
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS WITH HEVC RA

where C1 and C2 are two constants. Hence, we determine Q̃l

as the quantization step size that is least different from Q̂l in
logarithmic domain. Qpl is then set as the corresponding Qp
of Q̃l . Specially, to avoid quality fluctuation between GOPs,
we clip the Qps of all layers to be within [Q̄ p − 3, Q̄ p + 3],
where Q̄ p is the average Qp of all layers calculated by the
static Qp scheme.

The above clipping process may not guarantee a non-
positive bit rate increase because the quantization sizes of all
layers have been changed slightly. To avoid the undesirable
increase in bit rate, we use the above approximation process
to obtain Qpl , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L − 2 and set

QpL−1 =
⌊

1

βL−1

(
Q̄ p ·

L−1∑
l=0

βl −
L−2∑
l=0

Qplβl

)⌋

=
⌊

Q̄ p +
L−2∑
l=0

βl

βL−1

(
Q̄ p − Qpl

)⌋
, (25)

where βl represents the number of frames in layer l and �·	
denotes the floor function to force the Qp value to be an
integer.

B. The Overall QPC Scheme

We summarize the entire adaptive QPC scheme as follows.

Step 1. Initialize the basic Qp to be Qpinit . Encode the first
I frame with the Qp of Qpinit − 1. Determine the Qp
set of the first hierarchical GOP via

Qpl =
{

Qpinit + 1 if l = 0,

Qpl−1 + 1 otherwise.
(26)

Set Q̄ as the average Q values of all frames in the first
GOP.

Step 2. Encode the first hierarchical GOP. Initialize the R-Q
and D-Q model parameters. Calculate γl(0) and ml(0)
of each hierarchical layer l based on the coding
results of the first GOP. Since the R-Q model is a
quadratic function of MAD and Q, we cannot acquire
μl(0) and νl(0) for each layer l now. Instead, we
assume only one R-Q model for all hierarchical layers
of the first GOP, and get the same μl(0) and νl(0)
values for all layers. Then, we set γ̂l(0) = γl(0),
m̂l(0) = m(0), μ̂l(0) = μl(0) and ν̂l(0) = νl(0).

Step 3. Perform QPC for the next GOP. Apply the
D-Q and R-Q models and MAD in Eq. (13) to get the
optimal Q̂l , l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L−1. Find the optimal Qp
set for all hierarchical layers based on approximation
and Eq. (25) as described in Section III.A. For the
special case when det(J) = 0 or the iteration process
does not converge in the Newton-Raphson method,
or when the same Qp are derived for all layers,
the Qp cascading scheme of previous GOP is used
instead.

Step 4. Encode this GOP with the derived optimal Qp set.
Step 5. Update the D-Q and R-Q models. Calculate γl(n),

ml(n), μl(n) and νl(n) for each hierarchical layer l
by taking coding results of the most recent two GOPs
into consideration. If the same Qp set is used in the
two GOPs, which indicates that the quadratic R-Q
model parameters cannot be estimated for each layer,
we generally assume μl(n) and νl(n) are the same for
all layers and estimate these two parameters from all
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Fig. 2. Examples of Y-PSNR improvements at the same bit rates. Horizontal axis: Bit rate; Vertical axis: Y-PSNR improvement. (a) Traffic in Class A.
(b) Kimono in Class B. (c) RaceHorses in Class C. (d) RaceHorses in Class D. (e) BasketballDrillText in Class F.

TABLE V

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD IN TERMS AVENUMITERPERGOP, AVETIMEPERITER (μs) AND TOTITERTIMEPPM

frames in the GOP. Then, we update the D-Q and R-Q
models with Eq. (10).

Step 6. If the current GOP is the last GOP in the period, go
to Step 1 to start the next period (if any). Otherwise,
repeat Steps 3-5 to encode the next GOP.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To validate the proposed scheme, we implement the scheme
on recent HM reference software, HM 16.0 [18] with RA
configuration of JCTVC-L1100 [29]. The other parameters are
set as default values of HM encoder. For comparison, we test
four competing approaches: HEVC default RA, SVC default
configuration [17] (i.e., JVT-P014 [15] with �Qpbase = 3),
Li’s [22] and the proposed methods. Among them,

the first two are static Qp schemes and the remaining two
are adaptive schemes.

A. Comparison of RD Performance

The comparisons between the four schemes and HEVC
RA environment are summarized in Table IV, where we
use the HEVC RA default configuration (i.e., Eq. (1) with
�Qpbase = 1) as the benchmark and compare all the other
three schemes. We measure the performance of each scheme
by the average Luma Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (Y-PSNR)
increase with the same Bit Rate (BR) and by the average BR
increase with the same Y-PSNR. The computations are based
on two criteria: Bjontegaard’s average Delta PSNR (BDPSNR)
and Bjontegaard’s average Delta BR (BDBR) [39].
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From Table IV, application of SVC QPC scheme [17]
to HEVC RA (that is, increase �Qpbase from 1 to 3)
can barely improve the overall RD performances for most
video sequences. The maximum RD improvement of this
scheme is 0.0679dB in terms of BDPSNR when coding
SlideShow of Class F and −0.83% in terms of BDBR when
coding BasketballDrill of Class C. On the other extreme,
it also causes −0.1136dB PSNR and 6.05% BDBR when
coding RaceHorses of Class C and BQTerrace of Class B,
respectively. On average, this scheme cause 0.0513dB
BDPSNR loss and 1.95% BDBR loss.

The results indicate that: (i) the change of �Qpbase in
JVT-P014 [15] leads to insignificant change of coding per-
formance; (ii) the HEVC default RA setting appears to be
near-optimal for static Qp, leaving little room for further
improvement without Qp adaption; (iii) an adaptive QPC
scheme is needed to achieve RD performance improvements
for different video sequences.

The adaptive QPC approaches, including Li’s [22] (HB-4)
and the proposed scheme, are able to improve the RD per-
formances for some video sequences, as shown in Table IV.
In general, Li’s scheme works well for video sequences with
slow motion and/or simple textures e.g., BasketballDrill of
Class C. For complex video sequences such as RaceHorses of
Class C and ChinaSpeed of Class F, and high resolution video
sequences in Classes A & B, it incurs large RD performance
loss. The reason may be that, Li’s scheme was designed for
H.264 hierarchical structure, and the related model parameters
were also tuned with H.264-encoded low resolution videos.
However, it does fit well with HEVC encoder and high
resolution video sequences. Besides, Li’s scheme dynamically
updates the Qps based on coding results of previous GOPs,
which may introduce error propagation when an erroneous
decision occurs. On average, this scheme leads to a BDPSNR
of −0.0734dB and a BDBR of 5.86%.

By contrast, the proposed adaptive QPC scheme is designed
for HEVC RA and results in RD improvements for most video
sequences in Table IV. Although its model is derived with the
one-reference frame assumption and the model parameters are
tuned with Classes C & D sequences, the proposed scheme
achieves robust RD improvement for all CTC classes with
multiple reference frames. Even for those video sequences
in which the proposed scheme achieves RD losses (such as
SteamLocomotive of Class A and SlideEditing of Class F),
the BDPSNR and BDBR are still almost intact as compared
to the original HEVC encoder. From Table IV, the maximum
BDPSNR and BDBR improvement of the proposed scheme are
as high as 0.1516dB and −3.61%, respectively. On average,
the proposed scheme achieves a BDPSNR of 0.0443dB and
a BDBR of −1.09%. Such an improvement demonstrates the
efficiency of the proposed scheme when comparing with the
other QPC schemes.

To further examine the encoding efficiency of the proposed
method, we compare it with the HEVC default frame-level
rate control (F-RC) scheme. In general, a QPC scheme cannot
achieve comparable coding performance to rate control
algorithms because QPC assigns Qp from GOP level to
hierarchical layer level and rate control algorithms assign

TABLE VI

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISONS WITH THE ORIGINAL
HEVC ENCODER IN TERMS OF CODING TIME INCREASE (%)

Qp from video sequence level to frame and/or CU levels.
However, as shown in Table IV, the proposed QPC method
achieves comparable performance to the F-RC scheme and
the performance can be even significantly better when coding
videos of Classes A, B and F. Moreover, considering QPC aims
at allocating Qs or Qps to layer level and rate control aims at
allocating Qps to frame and/or CU levels, the proposed scheme
may be integrated into rate control as the first step. This can

be achieved by setting a threshold
L−1∑
l=0

�Rtot,l ≤ �Rtarget

in Eq. (2) and the threshold �Rtarget is obtained with the
target bits and predicted GOP bits without rate control. In the
second step, the Qps of frames/CUs are determined through
an average Q̂l (as shown in Eq. (23) in each hierarchical layer.

In addition, to intuitively show the improvement, we inter-
polate the RD curves first (with cubic interpolation in [39])
and calculate the Y-PSNR values of different methods at the
same bit rate. The Y-PSNR improvements compared with
the original encoder are presented in Fig. 2, where the first
sequence of each CTC class is shown. From the figure, the
proposed scheme achieves clearly better RD performances
in most cases when compared with the other QPC schemes
as well as the F-RC method. In conclusion, the proposed
scheme outperforms the other existing QPC schemes, which
demonstrates its efficiency in HEVC hierarchical coding.

B. Computational Complexity

Another significant benefit of the proposed scheme
is its low complexity. We first measure the complexity
of Newton-Raphson method with three terms:
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TABLE VII

CONTRIBUTION OF ADAPTATION IN THE PROPOSED METHOD

AveNumIterPerGOP, represents the average number of
iterations when perform QPC in one GOP; AveTimePerIter,
represents the average time (in terms of μs) per iteration;
and TotIterTimePPM, represents the total iteration time in
terms of part per million of the overall encoding time. The
test was run on a 2011 Laptop with a Quad-Core i7-2.70GHz
CPU and 8GB memory. The measure results are summarized
in Table V. It can be seen that on average, less than 10 times of
Newton-Raphson iterations are required to perform QPC and
the average time of each iteration is less than 1 μs. As the Qp
increase, the AveNumIterPerGOP slightly increases. Besides,
the total time cost of these iterations is less than 1 part per mil-
lion of the overall encoding time. Therefore, the computation
overhead of Newton-Raphson method is negligible.

The computational complexity of the overall proposed
scheme is also studied. It can be generally changed due to
both the computational overhead and changes of coding Qps.
In Table VI, we use the coding time increase to measure the
complexity as

Tinc = Tp − To

To
× 100%, (27)

where Tp and To denote the encoding time of the pro-
posed scheme and the original HEVC encoder, respectively.
To reduce randomness in the measurement, we run all exper-
iments three times and average the coding time of all tests to
estimate Tp and To.

From Table VI, the computational complexity has barely
been increased after introducing the proposed adaptive
QPC scheme. It can also be observed that for some video
sequences, the proposed approach runs faster than the original
encoder. This is because the computational overhead of the

proposed approach is negligible. Investigations of the Newton-
Raphson method also show that, less than 10 iterations are
required for most cases, which ensures a low computational
complexity. Therefore, the coding time differences between
the original HEVC and the proposed approaches are mostly
determined by the changing of Qps, which may be positive or
negative. Therefore, our scheme may even reduce the overall
coding time in some cases.

C. Contribution of Adaptation

In order to measure the contribution of the adaptation in
the proposed scheme, we compare the coding performances
of the proposed adaptive QPC scheme and its degenerate
version without adaptation. The RD gains with adaptation are
summarized in Table VII. It can be seen that, the proposed
scheme is able to greatly improve the RD performance
for a range of video sequences when introducing the Qp
adaptation. This robust adaptation feature once again indicates
that an adaptive QPC method is preferable. On average, by
introducing the adaptation, additional 0.0151 dB BDPSNR
and −0.46% BDBR can be achieved. The adaptation also
makes the proposed scheme more practical for real-world
QPC adaptation for diverse types of video sequences.

We also check the probability when the adaptive QPC
scheme cannot work well for which static QPC is turned on, as
we discussed in Step 3 of Section III.B. The probabilities of all
the tested video sequences are presented in Table VII, where
we can see that the probability is usually very low except when
a low Qp is employed. There may be two reasons why this may
happen. First, the initial values in x̂ are selected empirically
and the parameters of RD models are coarsely predicted from
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TABLE VIII

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS WITH HEVC LD

Fig. 3. An example of an LD prediction structure with a GOP size of 4.

the previous GOP, which may lead to zero-valued determinant
or divergence in the Newton-Raphson method. Second, when
the predicted layer quantization values Q̂l , l = 0, 1, . . . , L −1
are very close to each other, the rounding process may result
in identical Qp value in all layers. To retain the inter-layer
differences and ensure the RD performance, we choose to use
the static QPC scheme for both cases, as we have discussed
in Sections III.B.

D. Testing on LD and LP Coding

Technically the proposed scheme can also be applied in
HEVC LD/LP encoders, however with a lower RD gain
than RA. By directly testing the proposed scheme with video
sequences of Classes C, D and F, the average BDPSNR and
BDBR of LD and LP are 0.0248/-0.48 and 0.0233/-0.43,
respectively. This is not surprising because LD/LP prediction
structures are very different from that in RA. An example of
LD structure is presented in Fig. 3. Compared with Fig. 1, we
can see that in LD structure, there are 2 reference pictures in
one direction and only 1 of them is from the neighboring layer
of the current frame/slice. Therefore in LD/LP configurations,
the proposed scheme does not have the space to operate on as
compared to the RA case.

Instead of exploiting the complex inter-layer dependencies
of LD/LP, we design Qp assignment methods between LD/LP
GOPs, as discussed in Section II.C. This generally works
because there are multiple successive GOP structures in an

intra period of LD/LP. Following the idea of Section II.C,
we still utilize Eq. (13), where L denotes the number of
successive GOPs, �Dtot,l and �Rtot,l represent the distortion
and bit rate increments of a video sequence when changing
the Qp of GOP l, respectively. Experiments also show lin-
ear D dependency and zero R dependency between LD/LP
GOPs. Therefore, it can be easily obtained for inter-GOP
Qp assignments:

�Dtot,l = 1 − δL−l
G O P

1 − δG O P
· �Dl , (28)

�Rtot,l ≈ �Rl, (29)

where δG O P = 0.48 denotes the error propagation between
GOPs; �Dl and �Rl represent the distortion and bit rate
increments of GOP l, respectively.

The above inter-GOP Qp assignment problem can be solved
with the procedures given in Section III. A notable difference
is that, inter-GOP QPC is conducted before encoding any
GOP, and thus it is actually not an “adaptive” scheme. The
comparisons between the proposed static scheme and other
schemes are presented in Tables VIII and IX for LD and
LP coding, respectively. From the tables, the proposed static
scheme is superior to SVC scheme and F-RC; it is also almost
comparable to Li’s adaptive scheme, especially for LD coding.
In the future, we will try to explore the intra-GOP LD/LP
dependencies to derive adaptive QPC schemes for LD/LP.

E. Additional Analysis on QPC

We study how the quality fluctuation changes after adopting
the proposed adaptive QPC scheme. We define a measure �,
which indicates the standard variation of all Qps within
a GOP. A smaller � indicates a smoother video quality. In the
proposed scheme, � < 3 because we have clipped the Qps of
all layers into [Q̄ p −3, Q̄ p +3], as discussed in Section III.A.

Three tests are then performed:
1) Test how � adapts to different Q̄s. Fig. 4 shows the

impact of Q̄ on the average � of all GOPs, where 4 Class C
sequences and 4 Class D sequences are presented. In general,
� decreases when Q̄ increases, i.e., the optimal Qp set with
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TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS WITH HEVC LP

Fig. 4. The proposed QPC method adapts to different Q̄ values.

a smaller Q̄ has more diverse Qps than that with a larger Q̄.
This fact can also provide guidance on how to further improve
the static QPC scheme. For example, in the QPC scheme of
Eq. (1), �Qpbase should be larger for smaller Qps.

2) Test how � adapts video contents with different textures
and motions. Here we use Spatial Information (SI) and
Temporal Information (TI) [40] to measure the complexity of
textures and motions, respectively. The relationships between
the average �, SI/Q̄ and TI/Q̄ are illustrated in Fig. 5, using
the data from Fig. 4. We notice that � can be approximated
as an linearly increasing function of either SI/Q̄ or TI/Q̄.
In other words, with the same Q̄, a video with complex
texture and motion prefers an optimal Qp set with diverse
Qps. This fact provides insights on how to further improve
both the adaptive and static QPC scheme in the future.

3) Test how � adapts in real-time. We present the update
processes of four benchmark video sequences in Fig. 6, where
the � of GOP 0 is determined by the initial Qp set and
the � values of the following GOPs are determined by the
proposed adaptive QPC scheme. In this figure, the period of
� shows the intra period of video sequence. For example, the

Fig. 5. The proposed QPC method adapts to different SI and TI values.
(a) � versus SI/Q̄. (b) � versus TI/Q̄.

intra period of RaceHorses of Class D is 32, therefore, the
period of � is 4 GOPs. It is observed that in each RA period,
� could quickly converge to different values in the first two
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Fig. 6. The proposed QPC method adapts in timeline.

or three GOPs. That is, the adaptive QPC scheme provides a
smoother video quality with less quality fluctuation.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We present an adaptive QPC scheme to improve the HEVC
hierarchical video coding with RA. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first effort contributed to developing an
adaptive QPC scheme for HEVC. Simulation results have
demonstrated the high efficiency, low complexity and fast
adaptation of the proposed scheme. In particular, we have
formulated the QPC problem as a non-linear programming
problem that also applies to other Qp assignment problems in
HEVC. The additional analysis presented in Section IV.E shall
also benefit both static and adaptive QPC approaches for other
types of applications.

In the proposed model, we use δ to illustrate the inter-
hierarchical layer dependencies and we adopt a constant δ
for all video sequences and encoder settings for simplic-
ity. Additional improvement is expected if an estimated or
dynamically updated δ is adopted for a given sequence with
different encoder settings. How to determine δ in a single-
pass algorithm remains as an open issue. Another possible
improvement lies in a better understanding of inter-layer RD
dependencies of LD/LP encoders, as discussed in Section V.D.
We will study these issues in our future work.
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